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Every Final Year project of 2014-15 must be innovative and substantially different from the 

projects of the previous years. 

Facility for final year engineering students: They can see all the titles and abstracts of final year 

projects, completed by students during the previous years. 

Guides of every project team: Please ensure that students do not do repetitive projects at all 

and if some projects are being carried further from old batches then they must add significant 

value addition to the older attempts in solving the challenges. 

 

GTU students must do substantially unique and different final year projects every year. Hereby 

we are sharing all the titles and abstracts of the past final year BE projects online in public 

domain. Kindly refer: http://gtuelibrary.edu.in/ICSearch.aspx  

From now onwards all projects ( BE/DE/ME/M Pharm/MCA) abstracts and titles along with the 

team, branch and college details will be put in this web link  so that originality of the future 

projects will improve. We wish that no GTU student do projects which have been done before. 

If some projects are semi finished during the previous years  and Guides and students of the 

same college or of another college wish to carry the projects forward, they can make such 

attempt. I such a case, please give the reference to the previous project and clearly specify the 

additions and new ideas, being used for this year’s project. We hope such a relay project will 

lead to some usable products, services or solutions.  

From this database students can also know which faculty members is guiding which type of 

projects both within and outside their colleges and take their help while doing their final year 

projects. 

For any query, you can write to: Ms. Darshana Chauhan at   darshana_osd@gtu.edu.in  

Or mail to Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta, Honorary Director-GTU Innovation Council at gic@gtu.edu.in 

or at  hiranmay@techpedia.in   
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